Nuroom

THE MOST ADVANCED
LIGHTWEIGHT TILED ROOF
SYSTEM AVAILABLE TODAY

Many homeowners have,
over the years, taken the
decision to add a conservatory
to their home in order to
expand their living space.

Solid tiled conservatory roof systems have been
developed to lock in heat during the winter and prevent
overheating in the summer. As a result, homeowners are now
choosing to upgrade their existing polycarbonate or glass
conservatory roofs to lightweight tiled roofs, because they
offer better thermal performance, improved energy efficiency
and a more comfortable, usable all year round living space.

A conservatory with a correctly specified and
installed lightweight tiled roof can be up to

Typical standard conservatory heat map

10x

Typical Lightweight tiled roof heat map

Not all solid tiled roofs
are the same!

Trim and membrane protector

more thermally efficient
than a conservatory with a
standard polycarbonate roof.

Breathable waterproof
roofing membrane

Full 50mm ventilation space
below the shingles or tiles

Galvanised steel
combination shingle starter

It is important not to fall into the
Light weight slate or
shingle
trap of thinking that all tiled roof
conversions are the same and there
25mm over fascia
are important structural, safety and
ventilator for airflow
energy efficiency considerations. Our
16mm PVC fascia
unique Nu-room roof system was
designed from the ground up, and is
Ogee guttering
totally bespoke. Unlike other roof
systems that are simply old conservatory
Trickle ventilator for
roof systems that have been modified. Nor
airflow to the inside
is it one of the roofs springing up dubbed
“clad under clad over merchants”. Our roof is
constructed using patented galvanised steel sections and
is fully compliant with all the required building regulations.

25mm x 50mm tannalised slate lath

1.5mm cold formed
galvanised steel rafter
75 mm insulation
25mm x 50mm
tannalised counter batten
12.5mm foil backed
plasterboard
Pelmet void for
downlighters
100mm mineral wool
insulation
Fascia insulation

Structural steel ring beam
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